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actue triangle

acute angle
addend
addition property of equality

algebraic expression
algorithm
angle
area
area model
array
Associative Property of Addition
Associative Property of Multiplication
attributes
axis (axes)
base in exponent form
base of a solid figure
benchmark fractions
brackets
capacity
celcius (C)
center
centimeter
circle
common denominator
common multiple
Commutative Property of Addition
Commutative property of Multiplication
compatiable numbers
compensation
compose
composite number
cone
congruent figures
coordinate plane
coordinate system
coordinates
corredsponding terms
cube
cubic unit
cup
customary system
cylinder
data
decimal
decimal point
decompose
degree

Essential Vocabulary
denominator
difference
digits
Distubutative property
dividend
divisible
division property of equality
divisor
edge
elapsed time
equalateral triangle
equation
equivalent decimals
equivalent fractions
estimate
evaluate
expanded form
exponent
exponential notation
expression
face
factor
Farenheit (F°)
finite decimal
fluid ounce
formula
fraction
frequency table
gallon
generalization
gram
greater than
greatest common factor
height of a polygon
height of a solid
hexagon
hundredth
identity property of multiplication
improper fraction
inequality
input/output table
intersect
interval
inverse operations
isosceles triangle
kilogram
kilometer
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less than quadrilateral volume
like denominators quart whole numbers
line of symmetry quotient x-axis
line plot rate x-coordinate
line segment ratio y-axis
long division ray y-coordinate
lowest terms reciprocal

mass rectangle
meter regular polygon

metric system remainder

milliliter resizing
millimeter rhombus

minuend right angle
mixed number right rectangular prism
multiple right triangle
multiple of 10 rounding
multiplication property of equality sample
multiplicative identity property of one scalend triangle
multiplicative inverse scaling
numerator sequence
order of operations sides

ordered pair simplest form
origin simplify
parallel lines solid figure
parallelogram square
parentheses standard form
partial products straight angle
pentagon subtraction property of equality
perimeter subtrahend
perpendicular sum
pint survey
place value table of values
plane tenth
point term
polygon thousandth
pound three-dimensional figures
power ton
powers of ten trapezoid
prime factorization triangle
prime number underestimate
prism unit cube
produce unit fraction
proper fraction unit rate
proportion unlike denominator
protractor value

pyramid variable
quadrants vertex
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